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FRACTURE MECHANICS AND STRAIN-SOFTENING OF CONCRETE 

Zdenek P. Bazant,l F.ASCE 

ABSTRACT: Finite element analysis of failure of certain types of con
crete structures requires modeling of distributed cracking. Propagation 
of failure zones with distributed cracking must be treated from the 
viewpoint of fracture mechanics if the calculation should be objective 
and properly converge as the mesh is refined. After a brief review of 
the crack band model, it is shown that this model is applicable to both 
localized and nonlocalized cracking, while the strain-softening fracture 
models based on line cracks are applicable only to localized cracking. 
The article subsequently expounds a novel approach to strain-softening-
a nonlocal formulation in which stress at a point depends on the entire 
strain field from a neighborhood of the point. Application of the theory 
is demonstrated by finite element analysis of waves in strain-softening 
materials. Furthermore, the formulation of strain-softening constitutive 
relations on the basis of the microplane model is briefly outlined, and 
the size effect is discussed. Finally, the structural size effect is 
analyzed and a generalized form of the size effect law is presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Heterogeneous brittle materials such as concretes or rocks fail by 
progressive fracturing distributed over a finite-size zone within the 
material. In the continuum approximation, this zone is characterized by 
strain-softening, i.e., a stress-strain relation in which the maximum 
principal stress decreases at increasing strain. The purpose of the 
present article is to present an overview of some recent results obtained 
at Northwestern University in the use of strain-softening material models 
for the description of fracture propagation in concrete structures. 

CRACK BAND MODEL 

Due to the distributed nature of microcracking, as well as the fact 
that the path of a final crack is generally not smooth but highly tor
tuous, it is not unrealistic to model cracking by means of stress-strain 
relations characterized by strain-softening in which the major principal 
tensile stress is gradually reduced to zero at increasing strain (Fig. 1). 
This approach is particularly convenient for finite element analysis, 
since it necessitates merely an adjustment in the incremental stiffness 
matrix of the finite element. 

In the form of sudden cracking, this approach was introduced in 1967 
by Rashid (34,49). For strain-softening analysis of fracture this ap-
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Figure 1. Fracture in a heterogeneous aggregate material, statistical 
scatter of stress, crack band model, and strain-softening 
stress-strain diagram 

proach was extended in Refs. 5, 24, in which the strain-soft~ning tri
axial stress-strain relation was formulated as: 

(1) 

Here £ and q are the column matrices of the components of strain and 
stress, p is the 6x6 matrix of variable secant elastic compliances and 
~ = (~11'~22,~33,O,O,O)T, where superscript T denotes a transpose and the 
numerical subscripts refer to cartesian coordinates Xi (i- 1,2,3); ~ is 
the column matrix of additional smeared-out strains due to cracking. The 
normal stresses are assumed to be uniquely related to their associated 
cracking strains (Fig. I), i.e., 

all = C(~ll)~ll' a22 • C(~22)~22' a33 - C(~33)~33 (2) 

in which C is the secant modulus for cracking strain. C reduces to 
zero at very large cracking strain and may be calibrated from direct 
tensile test data (33,35,44,45,50,51). Different algebraic relations 
are used for unloading. In the simplest form of the model it is assumed 
that cracking can occur only in three mutually orthogonal directions 
which are known in advance and do not rotate against the material once 
the cracking starts. For details of the procedure, see Ref. 24. Cracking 
in all directions can be described by the microplane model (see Eq. 29). 

In the classical formulation of finite element analysis of concrete 
structures, as employed in the current large computer programs, a strain
softening stress-strain relation, usually one that exhibits a sudden 
stress drop, is used indiscriminately for an arbitrarily chosen finite 
element size. It has been demonstrated, however, that this approach is 
inconsistent, unobjective with regard to the analyst's choice of the ele
ment size. It can yield greatly different results for different mesh 
sizes (6,9,16,18). For failures of the brittle type, the load causing 
further fracture extension converges to zero as the mesh size tends to 
zero and so does the total energy consumed by failure of the structure. 
These are physically unrealistic results (4,16,20). 
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Figure 2. Characteristic volume of a 
heterogeneous material 
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It has been shown that these incorrect features can be eliminated by 
using an energy criterion rather than the stress-strain relation as the 
primary condition for the extension of the cracked band of finite ele
ments. Considering a crack band of a single-element width, consisting 
of finite elements with a uniform strain distribution across the band, 
the fracture energy, i.e., the energy consumed per unit extension of the 
crack band (and per unit thickness), may be expressed as 

G • w f a de: • Wc f'2(.l.. _.l..) (3) 
f c 33 33 2 t Eo E

t 

in which Wc is the width of the crack band front, which must be consid
ered as a material property (4), a33 is the normal stress across the 
central plane of the crack band, ft is the direct tensile strength of 
the material, EO is the initial elastic Young's modulus, and Et is the 
mean downward slope of the strain-softening segment of the stress-strain 
diagram, which is negative; Wc may be approximately considered as 3da 
where da - maximum aggregate size. 

It was shown (24) that the crack-band finite element model yields 
results which agree with all essential experimental evidence from frac
ture tests, both the maximum load data and the R-curves (9,55). However 
if the cracking at the failure front tends to localize into a single
element width, a behavior which fracture specimens are designed to ex-
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Figure 3. Illustration of mesh refinement for a one-dimensional im
bricate continuum (left) and of element arrangement for a 
two-dimensional imbricate continuum (right) (the elements 
are slightly rotated for the purpose of illustration) 
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hibit, then the use of the co!rect element size h - Wc is essential. 
For large structures, such elements are impracticably small, and a 
larger element size needs to be used. It was shown (16-18,24) that this 
leads to consistent results if the value of fracture energy Gf is pre
served. This can be achieved by first adju~ting the value of Et , and if 
Et ~ ~ (vertical drop), by adjusting also f~ while always satisfying 
Eq. 3, in which Wc is replaced by h. So, one must use some equivalent 
strain-softening slope and some equivalent tensile strength, depending 
on the element size, if consistent results should be achieved. 

On the other hand, one may also imagine the width of the crack band 
to be reduced to zero, and if the strain-softening slope Et is adjusted 
so as to keep the correct value of Gf, the model in the limit becomes 
equivalent to the use of the stress-displacement relation on the center
line of fracture. This lim~ting case of the crack band model coincides 
with the model of Hillerborg et al. (36,44). 

The adjustment of constitutive properties in order to achieve·con
sistent results for different mesh sizes is, however, disconcerting from 
the fundamental, mathematical viewpoint. It appears as if the finite 
element model was approximating a continuum that is actually not defined. 
Obviously, in the crack band model we cannot say we are approximating 
the solution for a classical, local continuum because for such a contin
uum the crack band in fact can localize into a layer of zero thickness, 
while an adjustment of material properties is not permitted. 

The source of the difficulty appears to be (7,19) the assumption that 
we deal with a local continuum, in which the stress at a certain point 
is a function of the strain at the same point. We now focus attention 
on the development of a new type of continuum for which the aforemen
tioned mathematical difficulties do not arise. At the same time we gain 
with this new type of continuum a means to resolve in detail the distri
butions of the averaged stress and strain throughout the cracking zone. 

NONLOCAL CONTINUUM APPROACH 

From the works of Kr6ner and others (39-43), it is known that in a 
statistically heterogeneous medium which is not in a macroscopically 
homogeneous state of strain, the averaged (smoothed, homogenized) stress 
at a certain point depends not only on the gradient of the averaged dis
placement at that same point (local properties), but also on the aver
aged displacements within a certain characteristic finite neighborhood 
of that point. The properties of such a medium cannot, therefore, be 
said to be local, and the medium is called nonlocal. The nonlocal dis
placement gradient may be defined by the relation 

1 ClUj (l.5') 1 J 
DiUj(~) - V fv(~) aX

i 
dV' - V S(~) uj(~')ni(~')dS' (4) 

in which Uj are the cartesian displacement components (j- 1,2,3), ~ is 
the coordinate vector characterized by cartesian coordinates Xi' V(~) 
is the characteristic volume of the material (Fig. 2) centered at point 
x, S(x) is the surface of this volume, ni(~') is the unit normal of this 
surface at point x' and Di is the gradient averaging operator. The 
surface integral in'Eq. 4 follows from the volume integral by application 
of the Gauss integral theorem. More generally, a weighting function can 
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be introduced in Eq. 4. Using the gradient averaging operator, the 
strains may be defined as mean 

;ij - !(DiUj + Djui )· 
(5) 

In previous works dealing with nonlocal continua it has been generally 
assumed that the continuum equation of motion may be written as 
....i.-- - ,. 
aXj Cijkm(~) Dmuk - pU i (6) 

in which Cijkm are the secant elastic moduli which, in general, depend 
on the mean strain, p is the mass denSity, and superior dots refer to 
time derivatives. It is found, however, that Eq. 6 is incapable of 
describing a strain-softening continuum. It always leads to unstable 
response as soon as strain-softening begins. The difficulty has been 
traced to the asymmetry of these equations which consists in the combina
tion of partial derivatives a/axj with the gradient averaging operator 
Dm' This nonsymmetry gives rise to nonsymmetric finite element matrices 
even if Cijkm are constant, i.e., if the medium is elastic. Such a non
symmetry is certainly an objectional property. 

For this reason, a systematic derivation of the continuum equation of 
motion on the basis of Eq. 4 was attempted, using the calculus of varia
tions. It was found (19,7)that the proper form of the continuum equa
tion of motion is 

(7) 

in which y is an empirical coefficient between 0 and I, and Ci km are 
the local secant moduli. In contrast to Eq. 6, each term of t~e last 
equation has a symmetric structure, and consequently, discretization by 
finite ~lements leads to symmetric stiffness matrices if the elastic 
moduli Cijkm and Cijkm are symmetric. To prevent instabilities which 
involve periodic zero-energy deformation modes, it is necessary that 
y > O. However, if y is close to 0 there is excessive noise in the 
numerical solution, and to avoid it,y should not be chosen less than 
about 0.1, as experience shows (19). 

Eq. 7 can also be written in the form 

(1 - y)DjOij + Y Tij,j - P ui (8) 

in which the subscript following a comma denotes a partial derivative and 

°ij - Cijkm(~)£km - Cijkm(~)Dmuk (9) 

(10) 

Tii are the usual, local stresses, and 0ij are the stresses character
izIng the stress state in the entire representative volume of the mate
rial, called the broad-range stresses (7,19). 

When the continuum defined by Eq. 7 or 8 is discretized by finite 
elements the size of which is smaller than the size t of the representa
tive volume, one obtains a system of overlapping (or imbricated) finite 
elements visualized in Fig. 3. Therefore, the present type of nonlocal 
continuum has been called imbricate. The finite elements keep a constant 
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size t as the mesh is refined, and the number of finite elements crossing 
a given point is inversely preportional to the mesh size, while the 
cross section of these elements diminishes so that all imbricated ele
ments have the same total cross section for any mesh size. It can also 
be shown that the limiting case of the finite difference equations de
scribing such an imbricated system of finite elements is the differential 
equation in Eq. 7 or 8 (7,19). If the finite element size h is larger 
than the characteristic length t, then the finite element model of the 
imbricate continuum becomes identical to that for the classical local 
continuum. 

To assure convergence and stability, the local stress-strain relations 
(Eq. 10) may not exhibit strain-softening, or else unstable response and 
spurious sensitivity to mesh Size, along with incorrect convergence, may 
be obtained. The strain-softening properties must be described solely 
by the broad-range stress-strain relation in Eq. 9. 

EXAMPLES: WAVES IN STRAIN-SOFTENING MATERIALS 

To demonstrate that the concept of imbricate nonlocal continuum yields 
convergent finite element solutions for problems with a finite-size 
strain-softening zone, we will now describe two examples of one-dimen
sional waves. As the first example, Fig. 4 reproduces some of the re
sults of explicit dynamic finite element calculations from Ref. 19, in 
which wave propagation in a strain-softening bar of length t was anal
yzed. The characteristic length t for nonlocal solution is assumed to 
be 1/5 of bar length L. Both ends of the bar are subjected to a con
stant outward velocity va beginning at time t .. O. This loading produces 
step waves of strain propagating inward. When these waves meet at mid
length, the strain suddenly increases and strain-softening ensues. 

If this problem is analyzed with the usual finite element method for 
local continuum, it is found that strain-softening always localizes into 
a single finite element. Thus, the width of the strain-softening zone 
reduces to zero as the element mesh is refined. Since the energy dis
sipation per unit volume equals the area under the stress-strain diagram, 
which is finite, the energy W consumed by failure decreases with de
creasing mesh size and approaches zero as the mesh size tends to zero 
(Fig. 5), which is unrealistic from the physical point of view. More
over, the finite element model of local continuum exhibits a discontinu
ous dependence of response on the prescribed end velocities as well as 
on the slope Et of the strain-softening branch (12). The solution, how
ever, converges to a unique exact solution (12) and the convergence is 
quadratic. 

By contrast, for the present imbricate continuum, the solution of 
wave propagation in the strain-softening bar exhibits correct conver
gence, with a strain-softening zone of a finite size in the limit (Fig. 
4, right column). Also, the energy consumed by failure in the bar con
verges to a finite value, as shown in Fig. 5. 

As another example, we now briefly describe the solution for an im
plosive (converging) spherical wave, a problem which was proposed by 
T. Belytschko and was originally solved in full detail in Ref. 28. Al
though this problem is also one-dimensional it involves three-dimensional 
stress and strain states. Like for the bar problem, strain-softening is 
produced inside the body but there is an important difference --waves 
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Figure 4. Numerical results of Balant, Chang and Belytschko (19) for 
wave propagation in a strain-softening bar, obtained with 
different numbers N of identical elements (left column -
local continuum, right column - imbricate nonlocal continuum) 
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Figure 5. Energy consumed by failure caused by wave 
propagation in a one-dimensional bar 
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Figure 6. Spherical waves and finite elements in spherical coordinates 
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can pass through the points of strain-softening even if a local contin
uum is assumed. 

We consider a wave generated by a sudden application of a constant 
uniform pressure p at the exterior su.face of a hollow sphere. The 
pressure is a Heaviside step function of time, i.e., the boundary con
dition at x ab (Fig. 6a) is Ox '" PoH(t), and the interior surface is 
load-free, 1.e., ox· 0 at x'" a (a,b .. internal and external surface 
radii, x .. radial coordinate). Initially, at t .. 0, the body is at rest. 
The elastic solution, as is well known (1), consists of a wave with a 
step front of strain whose magnitude is growing as the wave front propa
gates towa.d the center. Therefo.e, at a certain time tl (and at x .. Xl) 
the strain at the wavefront reaches the elastic limit, and if the mate
rial has strain-softening properties, st.ain-softening is thus produced 
in the interior of the solid by a one-directional wave, while for uni
axial waves (planar wavefront) strain-softening can be produced in the 
interior only if waves of opposite directions meet. 

The governing differential equations in spherical coordinates are: 

U 
t t .. U 

,x' t - x' .. £ 
X Y z Y 

2£ 2 ... £ ), .. 1:.(£ £ - £ + y' e .. )"(£x e 
x x y y 3 y 

£" x' £" y' £ , e x' e - the means of t x' £ y' t, e 
y 

analogous to Eqs. 11 and 

o - K £ + 2G eo" K £" + 2G e X,t ,t x,t' y,t ,t y,t 

K £ ,t + 2G e y,t 

- Ex) 

x' e 
y 

16 

- f xH /2. o (x)· ./2. 0 (x+s)w(s)ds, x x-", x 
o (x) .. fxH /2. 0 (x+ s)w(s)ds 

Y x-R./2. Y 

S .. (1 - y)o + y"[ 
Y Y Y 

S + ~(S - S ) a pu . 
x,x x x Y ,tt 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

Here R. .. characteristic length of material" size of representative 
volume, u • radial displacement, x .. radial coordinate (Fig. 6a); tx' ty 
.. radial and circumferential normal strains (local); £, ex' ey .. 
volumetric strain (- volume change) and deviatoric strains (local), "[x' 
Ty - local radial and circumferential normal strains; ox' 0y .. broad
range radial and circumferential normal str~ssi Sx, Sy .. total radial 
and circumferential normal stresses, K, G, K, G '" local and broad-range 
(nonlocal) bulk and shear moduli. In Eq. 18, isotropy of the material 
is assumed. The shear moduli G and G are assumed to be constant, while 
K and K depend on t and £, respectively; K> 0 but K may become negative, 
which represents strain-softening. Eq. 18 represents the differential 
equations of motion of the usual form (1). 

For elastic spherical wave, the present problem has a closed-form 
solution: 

b 3p 
u ~ - 4Grg(1 - e~"[[~e: - l)sin W"[ + cos w"[J} for "[ > 0 (19) 
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aa may be checked by substituting in Eqs. 11-18 with y - 1. and K -
constant; and 

T - t - (b-r)/c1 • t - 2c~/(bCl)' III - t[(c1/c 2)2 -1]\ 
c1 - [3K(1-v)/(1+v)p]'t. c2 - (G/p)'t. v - (3K -'2G)/(6K+ 2G). (20) 

For the purpose of numerical solution. a one-dimensional mesh with 
constant step h is used (Fig. 6b). All finite elements sre two-node 
elements with a linear distribution of displacement u. integrated with 
a single numerical integration point at the element center. This is 
true of both the local elements of length h and the imbricate elements 
of length t - nh. Mass is lumped in the nodes. The radial nodal forces 
are referred to a radial conical segment of the sphere such that ita 
cross section area at a unit distance from the center of coordinates is 
1. The computational algorithm i. similar to the usual explicit algo
rithm and is as follows: 

1. Read a. b. t. n. 6t (time step). Ne • Ne • Nk' Nt (numbers of all 
local and imbricate elements. of all modes_and of time_steps)L y. and PO' 
Generate arrays K(i). ~(i). te(i). xe(i). k(i). m(i). te(i). Ke(i) 
giving the number of the left and right nodes of the ilh local or im
bricate element. its length. and its coordinate at the center of ele-
ment. Also generate externally applied nodal ,forces f k

ex1 • Initial-.r 
ize as zero the values (for r-l) of vk r. mk r' Txk r. Tyk r. o,k r. 
max E k. max £k. T max E .k' ° max E .k' fo: all 'k - 1 •• : •• Ne (iocal ele
ments) and k - 1 ••••• file (imbricate elements). 

2. DO 8. r - 2 ..... Nt • 

3. Initialize nodal forces Fk - O. fk - 0 (for all nodes. k -
1 ..... Nk)· 

4. DO 5. i- 1 ••••• Ne (local elements). 

5, Set k-k(i). m-m(i). x-xe(i). and evaluate 6E xi.r
(vm•r -vk.r)6t/h. Exi.r - Exi.r-l + 6E xi.r. 6Eyi.r - (vm•r +vk.r)6t/2lt. 
Eyi.r - Eyi.r-1 + 6E yi •r ' and6Ei.r • 6Exi.r + 26 Eyi •r • Then call a 
aubroutine which determines the incremental tangential moduli Ki,r' Gi.r 
for the local elements from their strains Exi.r. Eyi.r. Ei.r ana also 
decides whether virgin loading. unloading or reloading applies. Then 
calculate 6T xi.r - Ki •r6E i.r + 2Gi.r~i.r. 6TYi.r6 - Ki.r 6Ei,r + 
2Gi.reyi.r' Txi.r-l + 6Txi •r ' Tyi •r - Tyi •r - 1 + Tyi •r ' Then calculate 
all the local nodal forces at element nodes k and m (Fig. 6c) I 

Mk - -y{y i x2 - T (x - ~)h] 6f. yIT i x 2 + T i (x+~2)h]. (21) x .r yi.r 2' m x .r y .r 

These forces are accumulated at each node. fk + fk +6fk' fm + fm+ 6fm• 

6. DO 7. i • 1 ••••• Ne (imbricate elements). 

7. Set k-k(i). m-iii(i). t-:te(i). x-xe(i) and evaluate 6txi.r

(vm•r - vk.r)6t /t. £xi.r - £xi.r-l + 6£xi.r. 6tyi.r - (vm•r + vk.r)6t/2Jt. 
E - £ + 6£ • and 6£ • 6£ + 26£ • Then call a sub-yi.r yi.r-l yi.r i.r xi.r y.r __ 
routine which dete~mines the incremental (tangentia!) modu!i Ki.r! Gi.r 
for the imbricate elements from their mean strains E i • E i r' ti r x.r y. • 
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and also decides whether virgin loading, unloading or reloading applies. 
~en calculate 6axi,r = Ki ,r6e:i,r + 2Gi,rexi,r,6aYi,r " = Ki,r 6Ei,r + 
2Gi ,reyi,r' axi,r = axi,r-l + 6axi,r' ayi,r ~ 0yi,r-l + 60yi ,r' Further 
calculate all the nonlocal nodal forces at element nodes k and m 
(Fig. 6d): 

6Fk 
__ l-y 

[a 2 h x - a. (x- -)h] n xi,r y~,r 2 ' 

6F _ 1- y [a x2 h 
+ a i (x + I)h]. m 2 xi,r y ,r 

These forces 
F + 6F . 

are then accumulated at each node: Fk + Fk + 6Fk, 

m m 
7. DO S, k - 1, ••• ,Nk (all nodes). 

and S. Calculate vk = vk -I + (Fk + f ,r,r e 
uk,r - uk,r_1 + 6t vk,r. 

F "+ 
m 

(22) 

For more detailed explanations, a similar algorithm for uniaxial 
stress wave given in Ref. 19 may be consulted. It may be checked that 
summing all the nodal forces (according to Eqs. 21-22) which act on one 
node yields a second-order discrete approximation of the continuum equa
tion of motion, Eq. IS • 

Figs. 7-8 show the numerical results obtained with the foregoing al
gorithm for the spesial case of volumetric strain-softening t2S). The 
shear moduli G and G are assumed to be negligibly small (10- ), and the 
bulk behavior follows the bilinear total stress-strain diagram in Fig. 
9, characterized by elastic bulk moduli K '"' KC '"' 1, strain Ep '"' 1 at 

(1-r)cr 
broad-range 

1<1 

local 

Ko 

s Total 

Figure 9. Local and nonlocal stress-strain relations assumed in examples 
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peak stress, and Ef -5 at the end of softening. This diagram is obtained 
by assuming that the local behavior is elastic-ideal plastic, and that 
the broad-range behavior (Fig. 9 ) exhibits oversoftening, the purpose of 
which is to achieve that, for the total behavior, the strain-softening 
terminates at exactly zero stress (19). The dimensions are a -10, b • 
100, L - b - a - 90. The use of coefficient y is required for stability. 
For one-dimensional planar waves, it was shown (16) that stability is 
assured for y > O. However, y-values too close to 0 are not possible 
for numerical solutions since they lead to an ill-conditioned equation 
system and produce excessive noise. For one-dimensional planar waves, 
the value y - 0.1 gave noise-free response. The same value sufficed for 
the spherical wave (y - 0.1), in order to obtain a responae with noise
free appearance. The value of the applied surface pressure is chosen as 
PO - 0.708. For this boundary condition, the wave propagating from the 
outer surface remains elastic until the wavefront reaches 30% of the 
thickness b - a. 

The nonlocal inelastic finite element program was first verified by 
running with it the solution for the special case of an elastic local 
material, for which one may set Ep - 108 , Ef - 10', 1- h- mesh step 
(1 is variable here). The convergence with increasing numbers of ale
ments (N -10,20,40, 80, 160) was good (28). The results for the 
spherical wave converge (quadratically) to the exact solution given by 
Eq. 19 (28). Subsequently, the problem was solved (28) for a nonlocal 
continuum (E -I, Ef - 5) with the characteristic length 1 - LllO • 9 • 
constant. rl:e results for progressively refined meshes (N-lO, 20, 40, 
80, 160) are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. For comparison, the solution was 
also run for a local continuum (1.. h • LIN. variable) having the same 
stress-strain relation with strain-softening. 

The local and nonlocal results are compared in each figure. It is 
seen (Figs. 7-8) that the nonlocal solutions with strain-softening (right 
columns) converge well with increasing N. On the other hand, the cor res

.ponding local solutions (left columns) do not converge at all. 

While an exact solution for a uniaxial planar wave in a local strain
softening material has previously been found (12) and the corresponding 
finite element solutions were. shown to converge to it, for the present 
case no exact local solution with strain-softening has been found. The 
behavior of the local solutions is quite interesting. Similar to the 
exact solution for the planar wave, a strain-softening zone of finite 
size is apparently not obtained for the local material, and strain
softening appears to localize into singular points on the x-axis (the 
spikes in Figs. 7-8, left columns). These singular points begin to ap
pear, as expected, when the strain at the wavefront grows to reach the 
strain-softening range, which cannot be closer than 0.3L from the outer 
surface, as already mentioned. However, in contrast to the planar wave, 
there is not only one singular point but many, and they appear at dif
ferent locations for different N (i.e., different mesh refinements). 
The impression is that of chaos (reminiscent of the situation in turbu
lence). The reason for the appearance of a sequence of strain-softening 
points (the spikes in Figs. 7-8, left columns) is that part of the strain 
step at the wavefront is transmitted across the point of strain-softening 
before the stress is reduced to zero. This part of the wave which has 
crept through represents again an elastic strain wave with a step front, 
which then grows as the wavefront propagates further until the ela,tic 
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limit Ep is reached again. Then the situation repeats itself. 

A similar strain-softening problem has also been solved for cylindri
cal waves (28). A static two-dimensional imbricate finite element anal
ysis of a fracture specimen is reported in Ref. 47. 

To sum up, the numerical results for the spherical waves (28), as 
well as the result for planar waves (19), show that the imbricate non
local continuum is a mathematically sound model for strain-softening. 

COMPARISON WITH STRAIN-SOFTENING FRACTURE MODELS OF HILLERBORG, WILLAM 
AND OTHERS 

Let us now turn attention again to the crack band model, which repre
sents a special case of the imbricate nonlocal approach when the element 
size is not less than 1. The crack band model (5,9,16,18,24), for which 
the basic ideas of a fixed width of a strain-softening crack band were 
proposed in 1974 on the basis of stability analysis (4), has three fnde
pendent material parameters: fracture energy Gf, tensile strength ft, 
and crack band front width wc' The value of the strain-softening modulus 
Et then follows from Eq. 3. When a curved shape of the strain-softening 
segment of the diagram is used, Et should be interpreted as the mean 
slope of this segment. The shape of the strain-softening segment must 
of course be specified, too. 

Although the optimum fit of the entire data set was obtained when 
wc· 3da for concrete (24) and Wc " 5da for rock, it was found that 
within the relatively broad range da S we S 10da (where da • maximum 
size of aggregate or grain) the effect of Wc in the fits of fracture 
test data (localized cracking) is weak, and almost equally good fits of 
the test data can be obtained with various values of Wc within this 
range. Another reason for choosing the value of Wc - 3da for concrete 
was the fact that the corresponding Et value seems to represent well the 
mesn slope of the descending branch for some direct tensile tests in 
which the specimen appeared to be in an approximately homogeneous state 
of strain. 

Therefore, as far as the analysis of localized fracture is con~erned, 
only two independent parameters of the crack band model, namely f t and 
Gf, are important, same as for the fictitious crack model of Hillerborg 
et al. (36,44,45) and the composite damage model of Willam, Sture et al. 
(53,54). Although these two models have not yet been systematically 
compared with the basic fracture test data from.!~literature, they 
should be capable of representing these data equally well as the crack 
band model since they are essentially equivalent to it. Each of them, 
is also characterized by two independent material parameters Gf and f t 
to be found from fracture test data. 

Hillerborg's model (36,44,45), which represents an adaptation to con
crete of the formulations of Barrenblatt, Dugdale, Knauss, Kfouri, Rice 
and others for ductile fracture of metals (2,30,38,37), considers a 
line crack with a sharp tip and assumes a stress-displacement relation 
for this crack to be the basic material characteristic. If this rela
tion is approximated as linear, the relative displacement across the 
line crack is 6 • (cr-f~)/Cf where Cf is the slope; Cf < O. The frac
ture energy is then represented by the area under this strain-softening 
stress-displacement diagram, i.e., Gf - -f~2/2Cf' from which Cf -
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-f~2/2Gf' Equating thia expreaaion for Gf to that according to the 
crack band model we have Gf ,- -ft2/2Cf - wc(E-l + Etl)f~2/2, from which 
we obtain the equivalence condition 

...!... - -w (!. - ...!...). 
Cf c E E

t 
(23) 

The same relation may be obtained by application of Rice's J-integtal, 
or by considering uniaxial stress and equating the stress displacement 
relations for both models for a bar element of length Le ~ wc' For the 
crack band model, segment Wc of the length Le exhibits atrain-softening, 
while the rest of the bar element undergoes elastic unloading, as may be 
concluded from stability analysis (4,5). For Hillerborg's model, only 
one line crack is allowed within the bar length Le , according to stabil
ity conditions. Thus, the declining portion of the 0-6 relationahip is 
described according to these two models as 

f'-o f' £'-0 
6(0) - w (_t __ +-.!.) + (L - w) £. - _t_+ L £.E 

c -Et E e c E -C t e (24) 

(Et < 0, Ct < 0), and it may be checked that this equation is satisfied 
for any a if Eq. 23 holds true. 

The composite damage (or composite fracture) model of Willam, Sture 
et al. (53,54), which represents an adaptation of Pietruszczak and Hrdz's 
model for strain-softening in shear (46), assumes a line crack (or a 
narrow cracking strip) to be embedded within the finite element 
and the additional strain due to cracking to be added to that due to 
elastic deformation of the element. For uniaxial stress in a finite 
element of length Le in a bar, one obtains for this element the same 
stress-displacement relationship as Eq. 24,which again confirms the 
equivalence of this model. 

We may thus conclude that the crack band model, the fictitious crack 
model of Hillerborg et al., and the composite damage (or composite frac
ture) model of Willam et al. are equivalent for uniaxial stress, except 
that continuum concept in the crack band model makes no sense for Le<wc; 
but neither of the other models can be applied for this case because the 
continuum description is no longer admissible if Ltwc' For problems 
with localized fracture and arbitrary geometry, these three models are 
not exactly equivalent, but they are nearly equivalent, with differences 
that are probably too small to be clearly detected from test results. 
This is because, according to St. Venant's principle, only the total ad
ditional relative displacement due to cracking at the fracture front 
matters for the energy release rate from the entire body. 

It has been claimed (53,54) that the composite damage (composite 
fracture) model and the fictitious crack model differ from the crack 
band model by havin, only two rather than three independent material 
constants, Gf and ft. However, this claim is unjustified because wc ' 
the third independent constant in the crack band model, has almost no 
effect in fitting fracture test data, as already pointed out, and can 
be only determined if the softening modulus Et is specified independent
ly, which was done in Ref. 23 on the basis of direct tensile tests. 

It has been also claimed that the composite damage model and the fic
titious crack model permit the use of finite e~ements of any size, Le , 
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Figure 10. Crack band model when el~lent size is increased (a-c), 
determination of overall stress-strain relation for finite 
element (d) and resulting stress-displacement relations 
for elements of various sizes 
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Figure 11. Nonlocalized distributed cracking (a,f) and its treatment by 
crack band model (b), fictitious crack model (c) and 
composite damage model (d) 
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whereas the crack band model is restricted to finite elements of size 
Le = wc' This is not true, however. As an approximation involving some 
error, the crack band model permits finite elements of sizes Le> Wc if 
the average stress-strain relation for the cracked finite element is 
modified (as shown in Refs. 9,16,17), and this modification turns out to 
yield the same stress displacement relation as the other two models. In 
general this modification may be formulated as follows. 

Consider an arbitrary finite element of area A which has one integra
tion point (and should not be too elongated in any direction)j Fig. lOco 
The overall stress-displacement relation for the entire element is ob
tained by adding the strain on the crack band of width Wc to the strain 
in the finite element (Fig. 10c). This yields for the mean strain ten
sor in the finite element the general rule 

£ = we !: + (1 _ ~)£ 
IA -soft IA-el (25) 

where the element is approximately treated the same as a square element 
of side IAj ~soft is the strain according to the strain-softening con
stitutive relation for the crack band, and £el is the elastic strain for 
the same stress value. It should be noted, though, that the use of an 
element size Le that is too large may cause excessive numerical error. 

Equation 25 assures that the energy dissipation at full cracking, as 
obtained from the stress-displacement relation .for the entire element, 
is the same as the energy dissipation for the crack band wc. This may 
be illustrated by the 0(0) expression for uniaxial stress in Eq. 24. 
For various element lengths Le , these relations give the curves in Fig. 
IDe. While the peak stress point in the stress-displacement relation 
moves to the right as the element length Le increases, the end point 
with 0 -0 remains fixed because the area under this diagram, representing 
the fracture energy, must remain constant. The declining portion of the 
0(0) diagram has the inverse slope do/do = (wc/Et) + (Le - wc)/Ej it be
comes steeper as Le increases (Fig. lOe) and becomes vertical when Le -

Lcr ' 

L 
cr 

w (1 +~) c 2G f E 
c -Et ~ 

(26) 

For Le> Lcr ' the post-peak portion of the 0 (0) diagram has a positive 
slope. The post-peak states are then unstable under displacement con
trol (the snap-back instability). This means that a static analysis of 
strain-softening problems becomes impossible. The response of the finite 
element system after the peak is dynamic and the inertia forces must be 
taken into account. 

However, if only the final static state after strain-softening is of 
interest, strain-softening problems can be analyzed.statically even for 
L > Lcr provided tha t the post-peak response of positive slope is replaced 
by an equivalent vertical stress drop (Fig. lOe). This drop represents 
a dynamic motion which begins and ends with a zero kinetic energy. Con
sider the vertical stress drop 35 in Fig. JOe. The potential ~ergy 
represented by area 134 accelerates t~motion along segment 34, and the 
potential energy represented by area 245 decelerates the motion along 
segment 45. If these two potential energies cancel each other, i.e., 
if the areas 134 and 245 are the same, then the motion which begins 
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with an equilibrium state at point 3 will end with an equilibrium state 
(zero kinetic energy) at point 5. On the other hand, if the areas 134 
and 14") were unequal, the final state at point 5 would not be an equi
librium state and a static analysis would then be incorrect. 

We may conclude that, for the purpose of static analysis, in which 
some finite elements are larger than Lcr , the reverse post-peak behavior 
with positive slop~an be replaced by a vertical stress drop for which 
the areas 134 and 245 in Fig. 3e are equal. This means that the area 
035 under th~ntire diagram with the vertical stress drop must be equal 
to the area 012 under the actual stress-displacement diagram for the 
finite element of length Le , which in turn equals the fracture energy 
Gf. Thus, the strength limit at the beginning of the equivalent vertical 
stress drop, which has been ~alled the equivalent stren~th f~q (9,16,18), 
must satisfy the condition feq 00/2 = Gf where 00 = Lefeq/E. This yields 
for the equivalent strength at Le> Lcr the expression 

f ' _{2GfE = ,; f ' w (l _ lL) _1_ . 
eq Le t c Et;r-

e 

(27) 

This is the same expression as that deduced before in a different manner 
(9,16,18). We see that, for Le>Lcr' the strength limit used in the 
calculation must be decreased in inverse proportion to ~. 

When the vertical stress drop is used, and the mesh is not too crude, 
the results of analysis are very close to those of linear elastic frac
ture mechanics. The essential nonlinear characteristics of the response 
are caused by strain-softening, and so the strain-softening behavior 
cannot be analyzed with large elements that require a vertical stress 
drop, unless the structure is so large that linear elastic fracture 
analysis is applicable. 

In the preceding we considered only the situations where the front of 
distributed cracking is known to localize to its minimum admissible 
width (wc in the crack band model, zero in Hillerborg's and Willam's 
models). When typical fracture specimens are analyzed by finite ele
ments, we know from testing experience that such complete localization 
will occur. Fracture test specimens are of course designed to obtain 
just that (localized fracture). In general situations, though, it is 
not known whether complete localization of the cracking front will occur, 
and in many practical situations it will not. For example, large, non
localized zones of distributed cracking may develop if they are stabi
lized by compression zones ahead of the cracking front, by reinforcement, 
or by boundary restraint (Fig. 11). Whether or not complete localization 
occurs must be decided on the basis of stability criteria, which are dis
cussed in detail in Ref. 10. 

The crack band model is ideally suited to handle also the situations 
of nonlocalized cracking. No additional material parameters are needed 
for this purpose because a stress-strain relation is used. 

On the other hand, further extensions are needed for Hillerborg's 
fictitious crack model and Willam-Sture's composite damage model in 
order to handle nonlocalized cracking. An array of line cracks must be 
introduced for these models, either as a system of interelement line 
cracks or as a system of cracks with two or more cracks (or cracking 
strips) embedded in each finite element (see F!g~O). These line 
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cracks cannot have arbitrary spacing scr' or else the analysis would be 
unobjective; any desired resul~s could be obtained depending on the 
analyst's choice of scr' This is illustrated by the example in Fig. 12 
which was solved at Northwestern University by P. Pfeiffer and is simi
lar to an example presented before by Crisfield (29). The solution is 
given for s reinforced bsr of length 10 in., concrete cross section Ac 
- 2 in. 2 , steel cross section As - 0.1 in.2, elastic moduli of steel snd 
concrete Ec - 4 )(10' psi, Es • 30)( 10' psi, and straight-line softening 
diagram of concrete with Et - -Ec /8. The stress displacement relation 
is assumed so that it gives the same displacement over an element of 
length 2 in. (Eq. 23). It may be checked by stability criteria (4) that 
in this bar a uniformly distributed strain-softening is stable and no 
localization occurs. Three meshes of element sizes 4:2:1 are used, and 
the calculated load displacement diagrams (Fig. 12) are identical for the 
crack band model. However, for Hillerborg's and Willam's models, in 
which one line crack or crack strip per element (or per node) is implied, 
the results are very different (Fig. 12), illustrating that these models 
are for nonlocalized cracking unobjective with regard to the choice of 
element size. 

Figure 12. 
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Thus we again see that the previous claims that these models with 
line cracks have one independent material parameter less than the crack 
band model (i.e., two vs. three) are unjustified. These models with 
li~e cracks require a characteristic length such as spacing scr as the 
th~rd material parameter in order to be capable of handling any situa
tions more general than the fracture specimens, which are designed so 
that the cracking is certain to localize. 

It may be concluded that no strain-softening fracture model can be 
objective with regard to mesh size unless it involves some characteristic 
length as a material property. The situation is summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Attainment of Objectivity with Respect to Element Size 

Model Localized Nonlocalized 
Crackinll Cracking 

1. Classical Smeared Cracking NO YES 

2. Fictitious Crack Model YES NO 

3. Composite Damage Model YES NO 

4. Crack Band Model YES YES 

Aside from the foregoing limitation, Hillerborg's and Willam-Sture's 
models with line cracks do not seem very suitable for handling the situ
ations where cracking orientation varies over the space (Fig. llf). 
These models require proper crack spacing scr to be objective, but what 
is the proper spacing if the cracks are nonparallel? This must be ex
pected in general situations. The question how to handle such situa
tions apparently has not yet been addressed, and would have to be ad
dressed if these models should be implemented in a general finite ele
ment code. A strain-softening constitutive relation appears to be the 
only practically manageable way to deal with nonlocalized cracking whose 
orientation is spatially variable (Fig. llf). 

Other behaviors which have been modeled with the crack band approach 
but appear difficult for the models based on line cracks are: 1) cracking 
in more than one direction at a point and 2) cracking process where the 
prevailing crack direction at one point changes its orientation during 
the loading process (for example, when partial cracks form in one direc
tion, and later, after the principal stress has rotated, further cracks 
form in another direction). 

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FOR STRAIN-SOFTENING 

In the analysis of many practical Situations, including all fracture 
tests, the principal stress direction in the fracture process zone re
mains constant during fracturing. Triaxial strain-softening can then be 
introduced in the form of Eqs. 1 and 2. However, especially in dynamics, 
it is often necessary to describe progressive formation of fracture 
during which the principal stress directions rotate. In such a case, 
Eqs. 1-2 are inadequate. A satisfactory formulation can be obtained 
with an analog .of the slip theory of plasticity (3,52), which has been 
called the microplane model (6,9,25). In this model it is assumed that 
the strain on a plane of any inclination consists of the resolved com
ponents of one and the same macroscopic strain tensor &ij' Using the 
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condition of equal energy dissipation when calculated in terms of the 
stresses and strains on all suth planes and in terms of the macroscopic 
stress and strain tensors, one may obtain (6,9,25) the stress-strain 
relation 

c 
dOij - Dijkm d£ij (28) 

in which 

D~jkm - f~1I f~/2 ninjnknm F' (en) sin td6dt. (29) 

This equation superimposes contributions to inelastic stress relaxations 
from the planes of all directions within the material, defined by spheri
cal coordinates e and t; n1 are the direction cosines for all such direc
tions, and F(en) is a funclion characterizing the constitutive properties 
and representing the stress-strain relation for one particular microplane 
within the material; en - nin1£ij - normal strain on a plane with direc
tion cosines ni' The integral in Eq. 24 must be evaluated numerically. 
Efficient numerical integration formulas for integration on the surface 
of a sphere are given by Stroud (48), and some further formulas which 
are superior in certain situations are given in Ref. 26. It has been 
demonstrated that the microplane model allows description of tensile 
strain-softening under general stress or atrain histories and always 
leads to a reduction of stress to zero at sufficiently large tensile 
strain (26,9). 

SIZE EFFECT LAW AND ITS GENERALIZATION 

From the practical viewpOint, the imbricate nonlocal continuum model, 
as well as the special case of crack band model, differs from the usual 
local finite element models principally by the size effect. The struc
tural size effect, a salient aspect of fracture mechanics, is observed 
when geometrically similar structures of different characteristic dt.en
sions d are compared. It can be described in terms of the nominal 
stress at failure, defined as ON - P/bd where P -load at failure (maxi
mum load) and b - structure thickness. While according to the strength 
or yield criteria used in plastic limit design or elastic allowable 
stress design, aN is independent of structure size d, in fracture me
chanics ON decreases as the structure size increases. This i8 because 
fracture mechanics is based on energy criteria for failure. 

On the basis of an approximate but apparently quite reasonable hypoth
esis that the energy release caused by fracture is a function of both 
the fracture length and the area traversed by the fracture process zone, 
it can be shown (8) by dimensional analysis and similitude arguments 
that, for geometrically similar structures or specimens, 

a - Sf' (1 + _d_) -~ (30) 
N t Aoda 

in which f~ is the direct tensile strength of concrete, da is the maximum 
aggregate size, and d, AO are empirical parameters characterizing the 
shape of the structure or specimen. According to this size effect law, 
the plot of log ON vs. log (d/da ) represents a gradual transition from 
the strength criterion (i.e., ON proportional to strength f~) to the 
failure criterion of the classical, linear elastic fracture mechanics 
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(i.e., oN proportional to d4 ). This size effect law is verified, within 
the limits of inevitable statistical scatter, by all available Mode I 
fracture tests of concrete and mortar. The size effect law in Eq. 26 
applies not only to cleavage (Mode I) fractures but also to shear (Mode 
II) fractures (27). Moreover, this size effect law has also been shown 
applicable to the diagonal shear failure of longitudinally reinforced 
beams without stirrups, unprestressed (23) or prestresaed~3), punching 
shear of slabs (15), failure of unreinforced pipes (14), and is probably 
applicable to all the so-called brittle failures of reinforced concrete 
structures. Evaluation of fracture tests for different specimen sizes 
on the basis of Eq. 26 offers the simplest means for determining the 
fracture energy and other nonlinear fracture parameters. 

When the usual, local finite element codes are applied to similar 
structures with similar meshes, the results exhibit no s1ze effect. On 
the other hand, when the nonlocal model (or the special case of crack 
band model) is used, the results conform to the size effect law in Eq. 
26, as experience confirms. 

The size effect law in Eq. 30 was originally derived by dimensional 
analysis and similitude arguments from the following fundamental hypoth
esisl 

The total potential energy release W caused by fracture in a given 
structure is a function of both 

1. The length of the fracture a; and 
2. The area of the cracked zone, ndaa. 

nda is a material constant representing the effrctlve width of the micro
cracking zone at the fracture front, and da is the maximum aggregate 
size. 

The original derivation (8), which used the nondimensional variables 
01 - aid and 02 - ndaa/d2 , tacitly implied one further hypothesis, name
ly that W as a function of the cracked zone area can be linearized. This 
is because otherwise the functions 01 and 02 used in Ref. (8) would not 
be size-independent as parameter 02 depends on the relative size da/d 
when aid is constant. This fact, as well as the need for the additional 
linearization assumption, was independently discovered by J. Planas and 
M. Elices (47). 

We will now show a different derivation of the size effect law which 
involves linearization only as an asymptotic approximation that is always 
admissible, and which at the same time shows a more general form for the 
size effect law. Instead of the aforementioned nondimensional variables 
01 and °2 , we now choose as nondimensional variables: 

nd a nd e a 6 _ ___a_ _ --! 
1 - d' 2 ad d 

(31) 

We consider geometrically similar structures of different sizes d, which 
are characterized by a constant ratio a/d. Thus, parameter 61 is size
independent, while parameter 62 characterizes the size. As before (8), 
the potential energy release W of any structure may always be written in 
the form 

1 p 2 
W • n(bd) bd2 F(6 1,6 2 '£i) (32) 

c 
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in which Ec is the Young's elastic modulus of concrete, b is the thick
ness of the structure, P is the maximum load (i.e., the failure load in 
a 10ad-controlled test), F is a certain function of nondimensional param
eters, and ti are parameters characterizing the structure shape (geome
try) which are constant when geometrically similar structures are con
sidered. The nominal stress at failure may be defined as oN - P/bd. 
Then, substituting P - 0Nbd and Eq. 32 into the well known fracture 
equilibrium relation 

where Gf is the fracture energy, we obtain 

1 o~b2d2 aF 1 
2Ec -b-- as1 if Gbb 

from which 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

In this formulation, the fracture energy itself is considered to be 
size-independent, being regarded aa the final value of the R~~rve. 
According to the blunt crack band theory, Gf - nda(l-Ec/Et)ft 12Ec. in 
which £1 z direct tensile strength and E = mean slope of the straln
softeni~g portion of the stress-strain diagram = strain-softening 
modulus. After substitution for Gf , Eq. 35 becomes 

a _ [nda ( _ EC)]lt ,[aF(9 1,9 2,ti )]-lt 
N dIE f t a9 • 

t 1 
(36) 

We may now choose the state 92 - 0, which correaponds to an infinitely 
large structure, dlda ~ ~, as the reference state, and expand aF/aSl as 
a function of S2 in Taylor series. However, it is preferable to expand, 
more generally, the function g(n) - (aF/aS1)r where n - S~ and exponent 
r (r > 0) is an empirical constant to be choaen so that the size effect 
could be described with the minimum number of terms in the series expan-

(37) 

(38) 

Now, introducing aF/asl - [g(n»)l/ r into Eq. 36 and substituting Eq. 37 
for g(n), we can rearrange the resulting expression to the form 

ON - Bf~[(~orr + 1 + (~l)r + (~2)2r + (~3)3r + ••• r 1/2r 

in which A - dlda - relative size of the structure, and 

(39) 
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'3 = nCc Ic )1/3r 
(40) 

1\ It 1 ' ••• 

Constants B, AO' AI' must normally be determined from maximum load dat, 
for geometrically similar specimens of different sizes. These constants 
are different for each specimen geometry. Note also that they are size
independent, since they depend on the derivatives of F(91,92'~i) at a 
fixed value of size parameter 92 , 

Eq. 39 is the most general asymptotic approximation for the size 
effect. However, full generality is preserved even if we substitute 
r -I because any smooth function g(n) in Eq. 37 can be approximated by 
a polynomial with any desired degree of accuracy. The usefulness of co
efficient r consists in the fact, found by experience, that if we use 
a certain optimal value of r we can describe any given shape of the 
size effect curve with much fewer terms than if we used r -1. It is 
more effective to vary r than to include more terms in the series ex
pansion. 

If the structure is very large (d/da ~ ~), the first term in the 
brackets in Eq. 39 dominates over all other terms, which may be neg
lected. Then Eq. 39 reduces to 

oN - Bf~(AO da/d)lt - const.x d~. (41) 

This is the size effect typical of all solutions according to linear 
elastic fracture mechanics. 

Eq. 41 represents the zero-th order asymptotic approximation of the 
size effect. The first-order approximation is obtained by retaining the 
first two terms of the series in Eq. 41 and truncating the rest: 

_ Bf' [1 + (~, r] -1 /2r 
oN t AOd) • (42) 

This formula, which may be called the generalized size effect law since 
for r -1 it reduces to the originally proposed approximate size effect 
law (Eq. 30), can closely represent various size effect curves which 
may be obtained by finite element analysis for various shapes of the 
softening diagram (11). It is hardly conceivable that an asymptotic 
approximation of higher than first order might be needed, provided that 
the optimum value of r for given data is used. However, if r were 
fixed as I, then higher order approximations would be needed to closely 
describe certain finite element results for ON' 

The size of the smallest castable concrete structure is a certain 
fixed multiple of the maximum aggregate size, say d"' 3da • Substituting 
this into Eq. 42 or Eq. 39, we find that 

ON - Bof~ (43) 

in which BO is a constant for' a particular geometry of the structure. 
Eq. 43 coincides with the failure criterion used in limit analysis 
(plasticity) as well as in the elastic allowable stress design. This 
criterion, as is well known, exhibits no size effect. 

The size effect law in Eq. 30 or Eq. 42 offers the simplest means of 
determining the fracture parameters of concrete, particularly the frac-
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